Memorial Hall Lecture Classroom 6110

Classroom Technology is controlled with the Crestron touch panel located on the podium.

Touch the screen or any of the side buttons to wake the touch panel and choose from the following options.

This is the opening page. Touch the “Press To Start” button to begin.

For help, call x8-6799 or email: tchelp@jmu.edu

This is the Home page and allows the user access to powering up the projectors and selecting which sources are displayed on which projector.
This graphic shows the touch panel with the Projector Power page selected. The user can select which projectors to power on or off.

The Input Select page is shown here. It allows the user to choose which projector will receive which input source.

This page is representative of all the Input pages.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:**

The digital source (PC, MAC, Laptop, or DocCam) selected for the LEFT Projector displays on the local monitor.
This graphic shows the VCR controls available for use.

These graphics show the DVD controls available.

To turn off the projector, press the System Shutdown button. The System Shutdown powers off the projectors and raises the screens, but will not shut off the PC or any of the other equipment.